Fishes of the genus Oryzias are members of the suborder Cyprinodontoidea.
system (1964) .
Results and discussion. Male and female karyotypes of Oryzias celebensis are shown in Fig. 1 . Their karyotypes showed 36 chromosomes consisting of 4 pairs of metacentric, 2 pairs of submetacentric, and 12 pairs of acrocentric chromosomes. The arm number (NF) was determined as 48. Three pairs of metacentrics and one pair of submetacentrics were more than twice the length of the other chromosome pairs and seemed to be the "large" biarmed chromosomes. In A C-banding karyotype is shown in Fig. 2 . The bands appeared in the centromere regions of almost all the chromosome pairs. Characteristic C-bands were detected in four pairs of meta-and submetacentric chromosomes.
The largest metacentric pair had C-bands on their short arms near the centromeres.
As a result, the first pair was discriminated without difficulty from the second large pair. The smallest metacentric pair had also C-positive bands on the teromeric regions of their short arms. The large submetacentric pair showed intense large-sized C-bands on their short arms. The satellited regions of the small submetacentric pair were also C-band positive. By the application of the silver staining technique, the nucleolusorganizer regions (NORs) were detected locating on the short arms of the satellited chromosome pair (Fig. 3) . Thus, the satellited regions of this pair were recognized as NORs. As pointed out by Bloom and Goodpasture (1976) , centromeres were occasionally stained by the prolonged acetic alcohol fixation.
No evidence for the heteromorphic chromosomes nor karyotypec difference by sex was detected in the present study.
In Oryzias, only two species have previously been karyotyped. The karyotype of 0. latipes was first investigated by Ojima and Hitotsumachi (1969), and Arai (1973) . Recent investigations by Uwa and Oj ima (1981) , demonstrated 48 chromosomes in diploid which consisted of 2 meta-, 8 submeta-, 1 subtelo-, and 13 acrocentric pairs (NF'=68).
One pair of the smaller submetacentric group was represented by satellited chromosomes with NORs on their satellited Arrow shows the regions. No "large" sized chromosome nor characteristic C-band was detected.
In 0. melastigma, Scheel (1972) listed 48 chromosomes consisting of 1 submeta-and 23 acrocentric pairs (NF=50), though Sriramulu (1959) reported 48 chromosomes including 12 meta-, 5 submeta-, and 7 acrocentric pairs. No "oversized" nor marker chromosome was detected.
In comparison of karyotypes in 20 species of Fundulus, Chen (1971) dealt with the karyotype differentiation of these fishes. According to him, their chromosomes ranged in diploid number from 32 to 48, with the NF-range from 48 to 52. These species are considered to be derived from species having the presumable primitive karyotype of 24 acrocentric pairs. The reduced diploid complements may be derived from 48 by centric fusion of acrocentrics forming "large" metacentrics . The deviations of NF from 48 may be caused by pericentric inversion, resulting in the formation of biarmed chromosome from acrocentrics.
Similar view of the karyotype differentiation was presented by Scheel (1972) in rivuline fishes.
The present study revealed that 0. celebensis had "large" biarmed chromosomes, and that the diploid number was lower than the other two species. These "large" pairs seem to be caused by the Robertsonian centric fusion. It has been assumed that 2n=48 acrocentric chromosomes are to be recognized as the basic model complement of cyprinodontoid fishes and most other teleost groups (Ebeling and Chen 1970). From the above view, 0. celebensis seems to be karyologically more differentiated species in the genus Oryzias. 0. celebensis and 0. latipes had a satellited chromosome pair of submetacentric type. However, no other karyotypec resemblance nor banding pattern was detected to occur between these two species.
Summary. With the fin-culture technique, detailed karyotype studies were undertaken in Oryzias celebensis, particularly following C-banding and silver staining procedures.
The chromosome number was 36 in diploid consisting of 4 pairs of meta-, 2 pairs of submeta-, and 12 pairs of acrocentrics (NF=48).
The "large" biarmed chromosomes seemed to be produced by the mechanism of Robertsonian fusion. The smaller submetacentric pair consisted of satellited chromosomes with NORs on their satellited regions. Four meta-and submetacentric pairs showed characteristic C-bands on their short arms .
